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ABSTRACT
We present ALMA band 8 observations of the [O III] 88µm line and the underlying thermal infrared
continuum emission in the z=6.08 quasar CFHQS J2100–1715 and its dust–obscured starburst com-
panion galaxy (projected distance: ∼60 kpc). Each galaxy hosts dust–obscured star formation at rates
> 100 M yr−1, but only the quasar shows evidence for an accreting 109 M black hole. Therefore we
can compare the properties of the interstellar medium in distinct galactic environments in two phys-
ically associated objects, ∼1 Gyr after the Big Bang. Bright [O III] 88µm emission from ionized gas
is detected in both systems; the positions and line–widths are consistent with earlier [C II] measure-
ments, indicating that both lines trace the same gravitational potential on galactic scales. The [O III]
88µm/FIR luminosity ratios in both sources fall in the upper range observed in local luminous infrared
galaxies of similar dust temperature, although the ratio of the quasar is smaller than in the compan-
ion. This suggests that gas ionization by the quasar (expected to lead to strong optical [O III] 5008 A˚
emission) does not dominantly determine the quasar’s FIR [O III] 88µm luminosity. Both the inferred
number of photons needed for the creation of O++ and the typical line ratios can be accounted for
without invoking extreme (top–heavy) stellar initial mass functions in the starbursts of both sources.
Keywords: galaxies: high-redshift; galaxies: ISM; quasars: emission lines; quasars: general
1. INTRODUCTION
The most distant quasars at z>6 are unique probes
of galaxy and structure formation in the first Gigayear
of the universe. Their rapidly accreting supermassive
black holes make these quasars the most luminous (non–
transient) sources known at this cosmic epoch (e.g., Fan
et al. 2006; Venemans et al. 2015; Ban˜ados et al. 2016;
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Wu et al. 2015). The interstellar medium of more than
30 host galaxies of z∼6 quasars has now been detected
through the [C II] 158 µm line (hereafter: [C II]) and
far–infrared (FIR) continuum emission. This suggests
that the host galaxies have intense star formation rates
at many 100’s of Myr−1 occuring coevally with the
growth of the accreting central black holes (e.g., Bertoldi
et al. 2003; Walter et al. 2003, 2009; Wang et al. 2013;
Willott et al. 2013, 2015; Decarli et al. 2018; Venemans
et al. 2018).
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Figure 1. Restframe 88µm continuum emission of the
z=6.08 quasar J2100–Q (Western source) and its companion
J2100–SB (Eastern source). Logarithmically spaced contours
are shown at ±2, 4, 8, ... σ, with σ=54µJy beam−1. The
beamsize of 0.73”×0.57” (position angle: 87.3◦) is shown in
the bottom left corner. Two pointings were needed to cover
both sources in ALMA band 8.
Using ALMA observations, Decarli et al. (2017) found
dust–obscured companions to 4 quasars in a [C II] survey
of 27 z∼ 6 quasars. These massive star-forming compan-
ion galaxies show no signs of AGN activity and were
detected serendipitously within 8-60 kpc at the same
redshifts in four systems, suggesting that they are phys-
ically associated with overdensities or proto–clusters of
galaxies at z>6. These companion galaxies rival the
FIR and [C II] luminosities of the neighboring quasars,
in some cases even surpassing their (already extreme)
luminosity. These quasar–galaxy pairs thus provide a
unique opportunity to efficiently study the interstellar
medium in distinctly different galactic environments in
the first Gyr of the Universe: pure starbursts, and those
in the presence of a powerful AGN.
To date, the [C II] line has been the workhorse line of
ISM studies at z>6 (e.g., Carilli & Walter 2013), but it is
only one of several fine structure lines that help to chara-
terize the physical properties of the interstellar medium
(e.g., Dı´az-Santos et al. 2017). Of these, the [O III] 88µm
line (3P1 →3P0) (hereafter: [O III]88), emitted by dou-
bly ionized oxygen (O++), is a particularly important
diagnostic of the star formation process (e.g., Ferkinhoff
et al. 2010, 2011, 2015; Vishwas et al. 2018): Given the
O+ ionization potential of 35.1 eV, O++ is almost exclu-
sively found in dense H II regions around O–type stars
or in AGN environments. Indeed, an enhancement of
the optical 5008A˚ [O III] line is a key diagnostic of AGN
activity (e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981). In contrast, neu-
tral carbon has an ionization potential of only 11.3 eV,
and [C II] is therefore be emitted both in the neutral and
ionized phase. So far, [O III]88 detections have been re-
ported in a number of z> 6 galaxies (e.g., Inoue et al.
2016; Laporte et al. 2017; Carniani et al. 2017; Tamura
et al. 2018; Hashimoto et al. 2018a; Hashimoto et al.
2018b; Marrone et al. 2018). However, in this redshift
range, only 2 systems have been detected in [O III]88,
[C II], and the underlying dust continuum: the Lyman
break galaxy B14–65666 at z=7.15 (Hashimoto et al.
2018b) and the lensed galaxy SPT0311–58 at z=6.90
(Marrone et al. 2018, the latter actually consists of two
sources).
In this paper we report [O III]88 and underlying dust
continuum observations with ALMA of the z=6.08
quasar CFHQS J2100–1715 (hereafter J2100–Q) and
its dust–enshrouded companion starburst (J2100–SB).
J2100–Q was discovered by Willott et al. (2010a),
and a black hole mass of 9.4±2.6×108 M was re-
ported in Willott et al. (2010b). J2100–SB was dis-
covered by Decarli et al. (2017) in the far–infrared using
ALMA. Multi–wavelength follow–up observations of the
companion galaxy using Spitzer (3.6µm, 4.5µm) and
HST (WFC3/140W) as well as MUSE and LBT spec-
troscopy did not detect the companion in the rest–frame
UV/optical, with an implied ratio of obscured to un–
obscured star formation of >99% (Mazzucchelli et al. in
prep.). No metallicity measurement of our targets ex-
ists, but they must be significantly enriched with heavy
elements as they harbor significant amounts of dust,
and have high (∼100 M yr−1) star formation rates.
In Section 2 we describe our ALMA band 8 observa-
tions, in Sec. 3 we present our results, followed by a
discussion and a summary in Secs. 4 and 5. Through-
out this paper we use cosmological parameters H0 = 70
km s−1 Mpc1, ΩM = 0.3, and ΩΛ = 0.7, in agreement
with Planck Collaboration XVI (2014), leading to a scale
of 5.67 kpc per arcsec at the redshift of our sources.
2. OBSERVATIONS
We observed the [O III]88 line (νrest = 3393.0062 GHz)
of J2100–Q and J2100–SB redshifted to νobs=479.2GHz
at z=6.08 with ALMA in band 8 and configuration C43–
1 on 2018 May 20 (two executions) and 2018–May–
23 (one execution) for a total of 3×5200 s or 4.3 h, of
which 2.5 h were spent on source. The redshifts of
the sources were known from the earlier detections of
[[C II]] line emission (z=6.0806±0.0011 for the quasar,
6.0796±0.0008 for the companion). The two sources are
very close in redshift (∆vLOS=41 km s
−1, Decarli et al.
2017), meaning that the [O III]88 emission in the two ob-
jects could be covered with the same frequency setup.
However, the projected separation on the sky (∼11′′)
required two pointings to cover the sources in band 8.
The software package CASA (McMullin et al. 2007) was
used for data reduction and imaging. For optimal sensi-
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tivity, we employed natural weighting when imaging the
data, leading to a synthesized beam size of 0.73”×0.56”
(∼3.7 kpc at z=6.08), and an rms of 0.45 mJy beam−1
per 50 km/s (80 MHz) channel. The corresponding sen-
sitivity in the continuum (excluding the channels that
contain line emission) is 54µJy beam−1 over an effective
bandwidth of 5.625 GHz. For all analysis of the [O III]88
line data, the continuum has been subtracted in the uv–
plane using line–free channels.
We also re–analyze the [C II] and underlying contin-
uum ALMA data published by Decarli et al. (2017) and
Venemans et al. (2018). The beam size of these [C II]
data (0.73′′×0.57′′) is almost identical to that presented
here. Therefore, no additional beam matching was re-
quired. In order to optimize the S/N in the measure-
ments, and given the fact that any extent, if present, is
marginal, we extract [C II] line and underlying contin-
uum fluxes at the peak position of both sources. We
report the [C II] values adopted in this study in Tab. 1.1
3. RESULTS
3.1. Continuum emission
In Figure 1 we show the rest–frame 88µm (observed:
475 GHz) continuum map of J2100–Q and J2100–SB.
This map is based on those channels in the data cube
that do not contain the [O III]88 line. The sources are
detected at high significance and are unresolved at the
resolution of our beam (0.73”×0.57”, flux densities are
reported in Tab. 1). The coordinates (RA/DEC in
J2000.0) of the sources, 21:00:54.70, –17:15:21.9 (J2100–
Q), and 21:00:55.45, –17:15:21.7 (J2100–SB) are in
agreement with Decarli et al. (2017).
Together with our earlier restframe 158µm continuum
measurement around the [C II] line (Decarli et al. 2017,
see Tab. 1 for slightly updated numbers) we can use
the new restframe 88µm observations to further con-
strain the properties of the FIR continuum emission.
The IR and FIR luminosities are obtained by fitting the
88µm and 158µm data points (assuming they are op-
tically thin) with a modified blackbody, taking the ef-
fect of the cosmic microwave background into account
(da Cunha et al. 2013). These results are reported in
Tab. 1. The resulting LIR–based star formation rates
(Kennicutt & Evans 2012) are 125±14 M yr−1 (J2100–
Q) and 284±30 M yr−1 (J2100–SB).
3.2. [O III]88 line emission
1 We note that both Decarli et al. (2017) and Venemans et al.
(2018) report [C II] and FIR luminosities that are slightly higher
than the values adopted here, as their reported fluxes are based
on 2D fitting of the line emission in the image domain.
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Figure 2. [O III]88 emission line spectra of J2100–Q (top)
and J2100–SB (bottom) after continuum subtraction. The
red line shows the Gaussian fit (parameters reported in
Tab. 1). In greyscale, we overplot the respective spectra
of the [C II] line (after shifting to the same rest–frame veloc-
ity as the [O III]88), again after continuum subtraction. The
[C II] spectrum has been scaled down in intensity by a factor
of 2 (axis labels to the right).
We show the continuum–subtracted [O III]88 spectra
of both sources in Fig. 2 as extracted from the peak
positions of the continuum map. The Gaussian fit re-
sults are reported in Tab. 1. For reference, we over-
plot scaled, continuum–subtracted [C II] spectra from
Decarli et al. (2017) in greyscale. Both the redshifts
and the linewidths of the [O III]88 and [C II] detections
agree within the uncertainties. The [O III]88 line width of
the quasar is much smaller than that of emission lines
seen in the broad line region of the quasar (FWHM:
∼3600 km s−1, Willott et al. 2010b). In Fig. 3 we show
the integrated [O III]88 maps of both sources, after con-
tinuum subtraction. 2D–Gaussian fitting shows that the
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Table 1. [O III]88 and rest–frame 88µm continuum measurements
of the quasar CFHQS J2100–Q and its companion J2100–SB. Re–
measured [C II] and restframe 158µm continuum values from the
Decarli et al. (2017) data are also given.
units quasar companion
z[OIII]88 6.0816±0.0009 6.0806±0.0005
Scont,88µm
a mJy beam−1 1.12± 0.05 2.87± 0.05
Scont,158µm
a,b mJy beam−1 0.46± 0.07 1.37± 0.14
S[OIII]88
c mJy beam−1 0.93± 0.20 2.55± 0.21
FWHM[OIII]88
c km s−1 454± 117 614± 62
F[OIII]88
d Jy km s−1 0.39± 0.06 1.52± 0.07
F[CII]
d Jy km s−1 1.09± 0.08 1.89± 0.21
Tdust K 41±1.2 37±1.2
LIR[8−1000µm] 10
11 L 8.3± 0.37 19.1± 0.33
LFIR[42−122µm] 10
11 L 6.8± 0.30 15.5± 0.28
L[OIII]88 10
9 L 0.77 ± 0.12 2.86 ± 0.13
L[CII] 10
9 L 1.05 ± 0.08 1.81 ± 0.9
L[OIII]88/L[CII] 0.74 ± 0.15 1.58 ± 0.24
L[OIII]88/LFIR 10
−3 1.12 ± 0.11 1.86 ± 0.14
L[CII]/LFIR 10
−3 1.55 ± 0.13 1.17 ± 0.13
Note—All measurements obtained at continuum emission peak.
aObserved continuum flux density underlying the line emission.
bThe error of the companion is higher as it is not in the phase centre.
cFrom Gaussian fitting to the line.
dBased on integrated line maps (values consistent with spectra.
[O III]88 line emission is unresolved at our resolution like
the continuum emission. In Tab. 1 we summarize the
resulting [O III]88 luminosities. Using the [O III]88–SFR
scaling relations of De Looze et al. (2014) for their ‘high–
redshift sample’ we derive [O III]88–based star formation
rates of approximately 100 M yr−1 and 360 M yr−1 for
the quasar and the companion, respectively, consistent
with the FIR–based estimates (Sec. 3.1).
3.3. Line/FIR luminosity ratio
We now combine the [O III]88 and rest–frame 88µm
continuum measurements with the earlier [C II] line mea-
surements to constrain the properties of the interstellar
medium in our targets. This is particularly interesting,
as our sources are physically quite different. In Fig. 4
(left panel) we plot the [O III]88/FIR luminosity ratios
vs. the continuum flux density ratios (S88µm/S158µm) of
our sources, the latter being a proxy for the temperature
of the dust (color–coded by FIR luminosity), and com-
pare them to the recent compilation of local luminous
infrared galaxies (LIRGs) by Dı´az-Santos et al. (2017).
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Figure 3. [O III]88 emission after continuum subtraction
in J2100–Q (top) and J2100–SB (bottom), integrated over
a velocity range of 1.2 ×FWHM, respectively. Logarith-
mically spaced contours are shown at ±2, 4, 8 σ, with
σ=0.17 mJy beam−1 for J2100–Q and σ=0.16 mJy beam−1
for J2100–SB. The beamsize of 0.73”×0.57” (position angle:
87.3◦) is shown in the bottom left corner.
The mid–infrared emission in the majority of the local
sample is not dominated by AGN emission (circles vs.
stars in Fig. 4).
Our two sources have luminosities at the high end of
the LIRG sample studied in Dı´az-Santos et al. (2017),
but their [O III]88/FIR luminosity ratios lie only slightly
above the average LIRG value of similar dust tempera-
ture, within the scatter found locally. Perhaps unexpect-
edly, despite the presence of an accreting 109 M, the
quasar does not show enhanced [O III]88emission com-
pared to either the companion or the local comparison
sample.
It is instructive to also compare the [C II]/FIR lumi-
nosity ratios for our sources to the local LIRGs (middle
panel of Fig. 4). The [C II]/FIR luminosity ratios of our
targets (∼1.6×10−3) are located within the distribution
observed for the local LIRGS at the same temperature
(around ∼1×10−3). The right panel in Fig. 4 shows
the [O III]88/[C II] luminosity ratios as a function of dust
temperature. Again, our two targets fall within the dis-
tribution seen in local LIRGS, and the [O III]/[C II] ratio
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Figure 4. Line/FIR ratios of the z=6.08 quasar J2100–Q and its companion J2100–SB compared to the local LIRG compilation
by Dı´az-Santos et al. (2017). The data points are color–coded by FIR luminosity, circles (stars) mark sources with an AGN
contribution of >50% (<50%) in the MIR (Dı´az-Santos et al. 2017). Left panel: [O III]88/FIR luminosity ratio as a function
of the continuum flux density ratio (S88µm/S158µm). This ratio is a proxy for the temperature as shown on the top x–axis,
assuming a modified black body with β = 1.6 for the dust emissivity. Middle and right panels: Same x–axis as in the left panel
but now showing the [C II]/FIR luminosity ratio and the [O III]/[C II] ratio, respectively.
is actually lower in the quasar compared to the compan-
ion.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Origin of the [C II] and [O III]88 emission
The line–widths and positions of the [O III] and [C II]
emission are identical within the uncertainties, which in-
dicates that they trace the same gravitational potential
on galactic scales (cf. Carniani et al. 2017). Dı´az-Santos
et al. (2017) show that the ratio of the [C II] emission
emerging from PDRs, to that from ionized gas, is cor-
related with S63µm/S158µm (see their Fig. 3). We de-
termine the S63µm/S158µm ratio from our S88µm/S158µm
measurements assuming the same blackbody param-
eters as used in Sec. 3.1 (see also Tab. 1), finding
S63µm/S158µm = 1.7 for the quasar, and 1.8 for the com-
panion, respectively.
If the correlations of Dı´az-Santos et al. (2017) hold,
then more than 80% of the [C II] emission in both the
quasar and the companion are from the neutral phase
of the interstellar medium (Lionized[CII] < 0.2 L[CII]). This is
in contrast to the [O III]88 emission, which only traces
the ionized phase, because the O+ ionization potential
is 35.1 eV (the next ionization level is at 54.9 eV, e.g.,
Kramida et al. 2018). Following Ferkinhoff et al. (2010,
2011) and Vacca et al. (1996), a blackbody with a tem-
perature >35,000 K (>45,000 K) produces significant
emission of photons with energies > 35 eV (>55 eV).
These temperatures correspond to stars of type O7V
and O3V, respectively.
The presence of a FUV–bright central source (i.e., the
accreting black hole in J2100–Q) will will lead to optical
5008 A˚ [O III] line emission in the broad line region (e.g.,
Vanden Berk et al. 2001) and the narrow line region
(e.g., Baldwin et al. 1981) that will become accessible to
the James Webb Space Telescope at z = 6.08. The FIR
[O III]88 line on the other hand is likely to arise from
stellar H II regions given that it has the same systemic
velocity and line width as the [C II] line, and is much
narrower than the optical lines emerging from the BLR.
Additionally, the [O III]88/FIR and [O III]88/[C II] ratios
are similar to those seen for systems where the emission
is known to arise from H II regions.
4.2. Minimum ionized gas mass
We can infer the mass of doubly–ionized oxygen in
our targets from the observed [O III]88 luminosity (see,
e.g., Ferkinhoff et al. 2011) to be M(O++)/M=2.55×
10−4 L[OIII]88/L = 1.7 × 105 M for the quasar, and
7.3 × 105 M for the companion. Assuming that most
the oxygen is in doubly–ionized form, and that the oxy-
gen abundance is χ(O/H)=5.9 × 10−4 (Savage & Sem-
bach 1996), this implies a minimum mass of ionized
gas of Mmin(H
+)=2.1 × 107 M for the J2100–Q, and
Mmin(H
+)=7.7 × 107 M for J2100–SB. Other high-z
systems have shown O++/O fractions of ∼10% (Ferk-
inhoff et al. 2011), so that the actual ionized gas mass
could be a factor of 10 higher than our minimum value
here. Using the dust mass estimates of 3.2×108 M and
5.5×108 M derived for J2100–Q and J2100–SB, respec-
tively (Decarli et al. 2017), and assuming a standard
gas–to–dust ratio of ∼100 (Draine et al. 2007; Sand-
strom et al. 2013), the molecular gas content (M(H2)) in
both sources is >1010 M. A ratio of Mmin(H+)/M(H2)
∼ 10−3 is similar to what is found in nearby galaxies
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(Brauher et al. 2008, see also the compilation in Ferk-
inhoff et al. 2011, their figure 3). The total ionized gas
mass is thus only a small fraction of the total mass of
the dense interstellar medium (and thus baryonic mass)
in the two objects.
4.3. Minimum number of ionizing photons and stars
Following Ferkinhoff et al. (2010, 2011, 2015) and
Vishwas et al. (2018), we calculate minimum O+–
ionizing photon rates for J2100–Q and the J2100–
SB of Q0 = (1.24 ± 0.27) × 1054 s−1 and Q0 =
(4.62 ± 0.20) × 1054 s−1, respectively. It is interesting
to compare this number with back-of-the-envelope ex-
pectations based on the observed SFR. The companion
galaxy has a SFR≈300 M yr−1. The stars that provide
significant radiation energetic enough to doubly–ionize
oxygen live only for .5 Myr. Assuming that the SFR is
constant, we infer the total stellar mass created in the
last 5 Myr, and distribute it over different stellar mass
bins based on a Chabrier (2003) Initial Mass Function
(IMF). The stellar main sequence provides us with an
estimate of the luminosity and effective temperature
of stars (assuming a simple blackbody) based on their
mass, thus we can compute for each stellar mass bin how
many photons are produced with energy hν>35.1 eV,
needed to ionize O II. By integrating over the stellar
mass distribution, scaled to match the total mass of stars
produced in 5 Myr, we obtain Q0,exp = 2.6 × 1055 s−1
(this number changes to Q0,exp = 2.3 × 1055 s−1 for a
Kroupa 2001 IMF). This number is slightly higher than
the one inferred from our [O III] observations (we get
similar results for J2100–Q). This suggests that star
formation with a standard IMF is sufficient to account
for the observed [O III] luminosity, with no need to in-
voke a top-heavy IMF or a contribution by a ‘buried’
quasar.
5. SUMMARY
We present ALMA [O III]88 observations of the z=6.08
quasar J2100–Q and its dust–enshrouded starburst com-
panion J2100–SB. This system is unique, as it offers the
possibility to study the physical properties of the in-
terstellar medium of two starbursts that are physically
associated with each other within 1 Gyr of the Big Bang.
They display distinct galactic environments: one source
shows the presence of a powerful AGN, while the other
does not. Interestingly, we find that the [O III]88/FIR
luminosity ratio of the starburst companion J2100–SB
is higher than that of the quasar J2100–Q, even though
the accreting supermassive black hole in the latter pro-
vides additional photons with energies high enough to
produce O++ (which typically leads to strong optical
5008 A˚[O III] emission from the broad and narrow line
regions, measureable with JWST in the future). The
fact that we do not see enhanced FIR [O III]88 emission
in J2100–Q indicates that its [O III]88 emission is domi-
nated by star formation, and not AGN activity. This is
supported by the finding that the linewidths and posi-
tions of the [O III]88 and [C II] line are the same in both
sources and consistent with previous findings that the
interstellar medium properties in distant quasar host
galaxies are predominantly powered by star formation
(e.g., Leipski et al. 2014; Barnett et al. 2015; Venemans
et al. 2017). One caveat is that J2100–SB could in prin-
ciple also host an obscured accreting supermassive black
hole. In that case, the [O III]88 emission in the compan-
ion may not be solely due to star formation. However,
the fact that the [O III]88/FIR and [O III]88/[C II] lumi-
nosity ratios of J2100–SB lie within the range of local
LIRGs (including those that are not dominated by an
AGN) argues against such a scenario. This latter find-
ing, together with our analysis of the number of photons
needed for the creation of O++, implies that no extreme
(top–heavy) initial stellar mass functions are needed to
explain the [O III]88 luminosity in our sources.
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